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Society news
We regret to report the death of one of our members, Mr Felix Schofield, in May.

Professor Malcolm Longair

The Society will be sorry to lose its Honorary President at the end of the year. After ten years as Director of the Royal Observatory and Astronomer Royal for
Scotland, Malcolm Longair is soon to return to Cambridge, to the Jacksonian Chair of Natural Philosophy. He returns, not only to old friends, colleagues and
haunts, but to a greatly enhanced centre of astronomy now that RGO has been transferred thither. The Edinburgh students will miss his lively and enthusiastic
lectures, and of course, so will the Society. Besides his distinguished work on high-energy astronomy he has been active in the encouragement of astronomy for
the layman, through the Visitors' Centre and the public observatory at ROE. We are especially grateful to him for allowing us the use of the facilities at
Blackford Hill for printing our Journals and Newsletters, and giving us the use of the lecture theatre when the City Dome was under repair. So we wish him
every happiness and success in his new venture, and hope that at some time he will come up north and speak to us again. Professor Longair will be giving the
Royal Institution Lectures this year. They are televised around Christmas, and ought not to be missed!

Congratulations to Duncan Waldron on his promotion to Associate of the British Institute of Professional Photographers, and to Helen Crossley on the award of
her B.Sc. in Botany from Durham University.

The Popular Astronomy lectures are being continued by Jamie Shepherd. During the summer he and Steve Balmer successfully presented another "Edinburgh in
Depth" 3-D slide programme.

Dave Gavine gave lectures at Dundee Institute of Technology, Dundee AS, and at the BAA Horncastle Weekend. Duncan Waldron is to lecture to Stirling AS in
December.

Meetings

The AGM was held a month later than usual, on April 6. The following Office Bearers were elected: President: Mr Gerry Taylor; Vice Presidents: Mrs May
Fenoulhet and Mr Ron Veitch; Secretary: Mr Doug Fyfe; Treasurer: Dr John Rostron; Director of Observatory: Mr James Shepherd; Councillors: Dr John
Hunter, Mr Ray Fenoulhet, Mr Duncan Waldron, Dr John Reid and Mr Jim Nisbet. Mr Steven Balmer is Assistant Observatory Director.
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On March 2 Dr Mary Brück gave a most entertaining talk on the life and work of the brilliant but eccentric Astronomer Royal for Scotland, Charles Piazzi
Smyth; on April 6 (AGM) Mr Gerry Taylor spoke about the eye as an optical instrument; on May 4 Dr John Reid gave a review of his year's spectacular
astronomical photography; and on June 1 Dr Dave Gavine spoke about meteors, the various showers and how to observe them. Mr Duncan Waldron spoke on
July 6 on photography of some recent aurorae then went on to discuss photography with large Schmidt cameras, demonstrating some of the plates. August 3,
Members' Night, included a quiz, Comet Austin and Comet Levy photography by Dr John Reid, Mr Steuart Campbell on the alignments of a stone circle near
Biggar, and Mr Jamie Shepherd's total eclipse expedition to Finland (he didn't see the eclipse, the sun was very low and in cloud, but he found the shadow onset
striking, and generally had a good time socially). On September 7 Mr Steuart Campbell described some of his investigations into UFO reports, many of which
are explained by unusual atmospheric effects.

The Autumn meeting of the Scottish Astronomers' Group (SAG) will be held on Saturday November 10, 2 to 5 PM, in the Smith Art Gallery, Dumbarton Road,
Stirling. If anyone from Edinburgh AS would like to go please get in touch with Dave Gavine.

The Dundee Weekend

Three special Weekends were held to celebrate the centenary of the British Astronomical Association, at London, Liverpool, and the Scottish one at the
University of Dundee on August 17 to 19. Organised by Dr Fiona Vincent and Neil Bone, it was attended by about 120 delegates and was a great success,
despite the sad fact once again only six people from Edinburgh attended, and shamefully, only two from the west of Scotland. Dr Patrick Moore, CBE, as Vice-
President of the BAA, was the Chairman and also gave a fine lecture on the Voyager Missions to a huge and appreciative audience on the Saturday night. Talks
were given by Neil Bone on the highlights of the 70s and 80s (a version of this talk forms the main item in this Journal), Dr Dave Gavine on the life and work
of Sir David Gill, Scotland's greatest astronomer, Mr Ron Livesey on the Aurora Section and its work, Dr John Mason on 'what went wrong with the Hubble
Space Telescope', Mr Melvin Taylor on Variable Stars, Mr George Haig on 'Hinges and Henges', Mr Denis Buczinski on astrometry of comets and supernova
searching with big amateur telescopes; Dr Michael Gadsden on Noctilucent Clouds, Dr Colin Steele on the Northern Meteor Network, and Mr Brian Kelly on
the Scottish Observatories. Short contributions were given by Mr Andrew Elliot, Mr Graham Young, Dr Henry Soper and Dr Sandy McKenzie. Two visits to the
Mills Observatory enabled visitors to see Comet Levy, although sky conditions were far from perfect, and there was a conducted tour of the St Andrews
University Observatory.

Observations

Some aurorae were observed by Dave Gavine and Duncan Waldron from Edinburgh, and by Gavin Ramsay from St Andrews: 
Feb 24/25 - quiet arc then a few rays above cloud. Mar 12/13, 13/14, 18/19 and 24/25 - auroral light in cloud. Mar 25/26 - broad arc then band, flaming
suspected. Mar 27/28 - quiet arc then rayed arc becoming active but vague band and patches, occasional rays up to 30°. April 14/15 - vague, extensive auroral
light, faint rays up to 56°. April 29/30 - faint arc breaking into moving ray bundles, then a second intense arc breaking into rayed band, the rays becoming long
and bright with red tops up to 80°, then the whole display breaking into diffuse patches and ray bundles until 0210. July 28/29 - a major magnetic storm, active
rayed bands visible in twilight, then flaming and pulsating rayed structures up to the zenith, with green and red rays covering more than half of the sky. Neil
Bone saw rays at Chichester. Aug 21/22 - auroral light in cloud breaks. 
Noctilucent cloud was observed on June 19/20 by Dave Gavine and John Bartholomew, the only decent display of the year. 
John Reid has photographed almost every comet, and deep sky objects. The last two months have had abysmal weather for observing.
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Cover picture
Thomas David Anderson, MA. DSc. (Edinburgh), 1853-1932. born in Edinburgh, the son of an upholsterer, abandoned a theology career. Self-taught amateur
astronomer. Used only small telescopes and shunned contact with astronomical societies. Discovered Nova Aurigae on Feb 1 1892 and announced it by
anonymous postcard to Professor Copeland, discovered Nova Persei on Feb 22 1901, at mag 2.7. Awarded Jackson-Gwilt Medal 1902, Gunning Victoria Jubilee
Prize of RSE 1910. Went to Innerwick for clearer skies, one of first observers of Nova Aquilae on June 8 1918, May 9 1923 saw a possible flare star. Said to
have discovered 53 variables. Made Honorary Vice-President, Edinburgh Astronomical Institution 1906. [See Hector Macpherson, Thomas David Anderson,
Watcher of the Skies, pub. no. 2 of Edinburgh Astronomical Society, 1954].
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Editor: Dr David Gavine, 29 Coillesdene Crescent, Edinburgh EH15 2JJ. 031-657-2338.

Secretary: Mr Doug Fyfe, 15/7 Allanfield, Edinburgh EH7 5YS. 031-556-1977.

Some highlights in Scottish amateur astronomy in the 1970s & 80s
by Neil Bone

O wad some Pow'r the giftie gie us 
To see oursel's as others see us!

                              (Robert Burns, 1786)

There are two kinds of people in the world: 
Scots, and those who wish they were

                              (T-shirt in Waverley Market, Edinburgh, 1989)

There are many misconceptions about life in Scotland. Diet and dress are but a couple - most Scots do manage to survive without a daily intake of porridge and
haggis, while a person seen wearing a kilt on Princes Street in Edinburgh is more likely than not to be an American tourist! Similar misconceptions are found
when we come to look at how those in other parts of the British Isles regard Scottish amateur astronomers.
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Having been resident south of the Border for some time, and there visited several southern English local astronomical societies, I can report that the main
activity with which our southern colleagues associate Scottish amateur astronomy is observing the aurora. On countless occasions, I have completed lectures on
the subject to be informed that the society is planning a trip to Scotland "to see the aurora": one group of unfortunates even did so at the height of the summer
twilight a few years ago! At the risk of upsetting the Scottish Tourist Board, I find it my duty to enlighten such hopefuls that the aurora is not a permanent
feature of the Scottish night sky - more a welcome, occasional distraction.

The aurora is not, of course, the only - or even principal - observational subject for Scottish amateur astronomers. The BAA Scottish Centenary Meeting took as
a theme the Scottish contribution to amateur astronomy, which has been considerable in some areas: my aim here is to briefly review the Scottish astronomical
highlights of the past couple of decades.

Astronomy has been carried out from Scotland for a very long time, as evidenced by the numbers of megalithic observatories. Many have been surveyed in
detail, notably by the late Alexander Thom, a distinguished Scottish BAA member. Putative alignments have been found at some sites to key events such as the
solstitial rising points of the Sun, and positions of the Moon when near to nodes in its orbit. Ballochroy on the Kintyre peninsula is a good example: eastwards
along the line of three stones towards the kist, one's gaze is directed towards the island of Carra, over which the summer solstice Sun rises. The west of Scotland
may have enjoyed better weather conditions at the time of Ballochroy's erection (around 1800 BC), however: the Sun can be a rare sight there during summers
at our epoch! The extensive run of standing stones at Temple Wood in mid-Argyll is thought to have been used more for lunar observations.

Modern professional observatories have also been long established in Scotland, of course, notably at the Universities of Glasgow, Edinburgh and St Andrews.
These institutions have frequently opened their doors to amateur astronomers.

As elsewhere in the country, local astronomical societies flourish in Scotland. Some have long and venerable histories. During the BAA Centenary, claims have
been made elsewhere by some organisations of being Britain's oldest astronomical society. Organised astronomical bodies also existed in Glasgow and
Edinburgh during the early 19th Century, from which, eventually, the current flourishing societies in those major Scottish cities could be said to have developed.
Dave Gavine's research into the histories of these early Astronomical Institutions, found, sadly, that less emphasis was placed on astronomy than on the social
status which the wealthy classes considered to be afforded by membership [1]. I shall avoid becoming embroiled in the merits of which society is the oldest in
the land: suffice to say that it is far more important to consider the useful work being carried out today, than to bask in past glories predating the living memory
of today's society members. While the BAA Centenary provides occasion for reflection on what has gone before, we should also focus firmly on the present and
the future!

In all, there are - to my knowledge - 14 astronomical societies active in Scotland today. With apologies to those who may have been overlooked, I list these
below.

Aberdeen & District AS, Airdrie AS, Dundee AS, AS of Edinburgh, Edinburgh University AS, AS of Glasgow, Glasgow University AS, Harperdean AS, Heriot
Watt University Heavenly Bodies Society, Moray AS, Renfrew & District AS, STARR Research (Largs), St Andrews University AS, Stirling AS.

A brief tour around these societies finds many with historic observatories as homes. Dundee AS meets at the Mills Observatory, for example, while the AS of
Edinburgh are tenants of the City Observatory (formerly the Royal Observatory) on Calton Hill in the city centre. Stirling AS were briefly able to revive the
observatory atop the High School, which now faces conversion to a hotel. Renfrew & District AS meet at Paisley's Coats Observatory. Each of these buildings
houses fine refractors; a 10-inch Grubb in Paisley, a 6-inch Cooke in Edinburgh, and a 10-inch Cooke in Dundee, among other equipment.
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Not all societies are fortunate enough to have permanent meeting venues. Britain's most northerly astronomical society, the Moray AS near Elgin, at one time
were restricted to meeting informally at a convenient car park. The magnificent views of the aurora from their clear, dark location I am sure more than
compensated for the lack of an observatory! Other societies are informal groupings, whose business may more often be done over a cup of tea (or something a
bit stronger), with no need of a formal lecture programme or meeting venue.

Scottish amateur astronomical societies range in membership from a dozen or so up to 150. Catchment area is obviously important: societies in the cities of the
central belt benefit from greater population density. Lecture meetings are often the main attraction for members, particularly the armchair astronomers who
probably comprise the bulk of the average society membership. Informal meetings may fill blank weeks. Observational work is usually the domain of a small
hard-core within a society.

Some societies produce Newsletters or Journals, which can be of a very high standard. The AS of Edinburgh Journal, introduced by Dave Gavine in 1980, has
served to allow rapid reporting of Scottish meteor observations and auroral sightings for several years. The Dundee AS has also produced a Journal
intermittently over the 3S years of its existence.

During the late 1970s, another important magazine for Scottish amateur astronomers made its appearance: Astronomy Quarterly. This had a prior incarnation for
a couple of issues as Northern Sky. Astronomy Quarterly acted as the "mouthpiece" for the Scottish Astronomers' Group (SAG), which was established on an
informal basis around 1977. Sadly, Astronomy Quarterly disappeared (along with the subscription money!) in 1981, though SAG still flourishes.

SAG was originally envisaged as an informal medium for communication of news on observing projects and other practical matters. Meetings, organised by the
founders Dave Harland and Alex McPhee of the sadly-defunct Livingston AS, were held on a semi-regular basis, frequently at Howden House in Livingston - a
central venue for most Scottish amateurs. Early meetings were also held at the Mills Observatory in Dundee (that in January 1978 was memorable for the
attendant snowstorm) and the City Observatory in Edinburgh. During the 1980s, it became more of a practice for meetings to move around the country, and
SAG has visited Paisley, St Andrews, and even Carlisle: SAG extends Scottish territory to take in societies as far afield as the Border AS based in Carlisle, and
the South Shields AS.

A memorable occasion was the 1980 SAG AGM in Airdrie Public Library, where the then newly-appointed Astronomer Royal for Scotland, Malcolm Longair,
was encouraged to prematurely terminate his address by the caretaker, who proceeded to noisily stack chairs and sweep the floor until the meeting's end!

Another west coast AGM in 1983 took SAG to Largs, where participants visited the remains of Sir Thomas Brisbane's early 19th Century observatory, which
had been used that summer as a base by local amateurs carrying out a watch on the Perseid meteor shower. Meridian markers used to align the telescopes at
Brisbane's observatory remain, and one set are known locally as the "Three Sisters". Dave Gavine reported on these, and other Scottish meridian markers in the
BAA Journal [2].

Discussion of observational plans and results has always been an important aspect of SAG. Meetings held prior to favourable Perseid returns in 1980 and 1983,
for example, stimulated very successful Scottish contributions to the BAA Meteor Section's efforts. Aurora and noctilucent cloud work has also benefitted. A
special meeting at Dundee in October 1984 gave a useful preview of the various areas where useful work on Comet Halley could be performed, and included a
rare, welcome appearance by John Mason.

SAG has also provided a forum for the exchange of ideas regarding the various recurrences of National Astronomy Week (NAW). The first of these, in 1981,
was a rather low-key affair for most in Scotland, though it did see one major event in the opening, by Patrick Moore, of a new Visitor Centre at the Royal
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Observatory Edinburgh (ROE). Despite lack of support from an organising committee based in the south of England, NAW 1985 was somewhat more
successful. The public turned out in large numbers to glimpse Halley's Comet during November 1985, when it was well presented high in the evening skies in
Taurus. By this time, the ROE had opened its Public Observatory facility (featuring twin 6-inch Cooke refractors on a shared mount), which proved popular
with Halley-seekers. One entry in the observatory logbook refers to a rather unfortunate incidence of "Halley's Vomit", deposited by one overfed or overexcited
youngster!

Halley's Comet. 
1985 December 1, 1950 UT. 
Observed using 10x50 binocs. 
by the author from Edinburgh.

The 1990 NAW will hopefully be yet more successful, with Mars and Jupiter well placed. The organisers' advice to encourage the public to look for Leonid
meteors seems misguided, however, given the relatively low rates and the fact that the radiant is below the horizon until not long be fore midnight.

While at no time ever trying to be a Scottish rival to the BAA, SAG does have a number of members in outlying areas who belong neither to local societies (for
reasons of simple geography) or the BAA. SAG has, by the same token, been able to take astronomy to locations which are beyond easy reach, such as
Inverness, where a successful one-day event was held in 1985.

Other meetings have, of course, been held over the years. The 1975 BAA Out-of-London Meeting in Dundee was accounted a great success by participants,
including a sizeable party from Sussex.

Several further BAA events followed in the early 1980s. In September 1981, observers from all over the country gathered for a successful meeting of the BAA
Meteor Section at the City Observatory in Edinburgh. Attendance was good, despite torrential rain which eventually created a miniature waterfall at the back of
the then leaky lecture hall. A highlight of this meeting was a live demonstration of meteor detection by radio scatter by John Branegan of Saline, Fife.
Mr Branegan also performed useful work on radio auroral effects for some time.

Spurred by the success of the Meteor Section meeting, the AS of Edinburgh invited the BAA to hold its annual Out-of-London Meeting at the University of
Edinburgh in September 1982. While many again travelled from as far away as Sussex and the Isle of Man, the Scottish attendance was disappointing,
especially in light of then frequent laments over the BAA's Anglocentricity. A full programme included lectures by Victor Clube on terrestrial catastrophism,
David Hough on gravitational telescopes, and Fred Watson on optics used at observatories coordinated from ROE.
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Around this time, the BAA Aurora Section was reinstated after many years languishing eclipsed within the Solar Section. Ron Livesey was appointed as
Director, and the inaugural meeting was held at Leith Nautical College in April 1983. Since then, further meetings have been taken place in Dundee, Carlisle,
London and Edinburgh again. Some remember the Carlisle meeting for BR's impromptu cancellation of the last sensible train northwards - those returning to
Edinburgh finally staggered home around 2 am!

The Junior Astronomical Society has also met a couple of times in Scotland, at the City Observatory in Edinburgh in 1978 and again in 1983. The 1983 meeting
was very well attended, and included a morning visit to ROE by participants. In 1983, the BAA instituted a sadly short-lived series of "Affiliated Societies"
meetings at various locations around the country. That for Scottish societies, held at Dundee, in December 1983 was a great success - an audience almost double
that at the previous year's formal Out-of-London Meeting packed the lecture room at the Mills Observatory to hear talks by Patrick Moore, Ron Livesey and
others. An evening public lecture, "Entering Space" by Patrick Moore also attracted a full house.

Another special meeting in Dundee in 1985 marked the 50th anniversary of the opening of the Mills Observatory. A good audience heard a series of related talks
on "Amateur Astronomy in Scotland" by notables including the Observatory's former Curator, Harry Ford, and his Assistant, the late Tom Flood.

Observational work has always been an important part of amateur astronomical activity in Scotland. While the climate has a bad reputation for frequent cloud,
especially on the west of Scotland, the quality of occasional observing nights can be very high, especially where light pollution can be escaped.

Scottish amateurs have made prominent contributions in many areas of observational work, perhaps none more so than Robert McNaught, who from Australia
has discovered a couple of novae, a couple of comets, an extragalactic supernova, and almost discovered Supernova 1987A in the Large Magellanic Cloud.
While resident in Scotland, Robert was also a very active observer of meteors and variable stars.

A handful of observers continue to observe variable stars from Scotland, notably Gavin Ramsay and Rhona Fraser. Several objects of interest can be followed
using no more equipment than a pair of binoculars. The occasional fades of R CrB from near naked eye visibility to beyond the reach of binoculars have been
well monitored, in 1983, 1985, and again recently in the summer of 1989 when the star underwent a relatively shallow minimum. Another star of interest is
CH Cygni [3] which was around 5th magnitude back in 1984. Over the course of a week or so in July of that year, it faded by a couple of magnitudes, with a
gradual further fade over the next two years. Currently, it is an extremely difficult object in binoculars, and is being carefully followed for any resumption of its
earlier outburst.

The most spectacular variable star observed from Scotland in recent times must surely have been Nova Cygni in 1975. This erupted a few degrees from Deneb
on August 29th of that year, and was noted immediately come nightfall by many observers on August 30th. The nova peaked around second magnitude, and
faded away again very rapidly over the following week.

The stellar Universe provides much else of interest. A number of Scottish amateurs have, over the years, indulged in the popular field of deep sky observing.
While much of this activity is of little scientific value, it trains the observer in detection of faint objects (a skill useful in comet or asteroid work), and is an
excellent way of learning the capabilities of a telescope. There is, also, a certain glow of achievement to be had from covering all the Messier objects - no small
feat from Scottish latitudes, where the summer "jewels" in Scorpius and Sagittarius lurk low in the southern haze against a twilit sky.

Astrophotography is another area where most amateurs have experimented at some time or another. Meteors, noctilucent clouds and aurorae are all popular
specialised subjects. Wide-field constellation photography using short exposures is also carried out quite frequently. Photography at the telescope is a difficult
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art, and one which has been practised with some success in recent years, as evidenced by his results shown at the Scottish Astronomy Weekends, by Dr Sandy
Mackenzie of Dundee AS.

Closer to home, the Moon has always been a popular observing target. The BAA Lunar Section was, for a time from 1976, Directed from Dundee by Harry
Ford. Lunar occultation work has been tackled by several Scottish observers. Memorable series of occultations of the Hyades occurred in 1978 and 1979. One
series included a grazing occultation of Aldebaran over a track near Fort Augustus in August 1978, well covered by a team of observers from Dundee
coordinated by Dave Taylor and Robert McNaught.

Another largely neglected field of work, also involving accurate timings, is the observation of artificial satellites, which can yield useful information about the
shape of the Earth and the behaviour of the upper atmosphere. One of the world's leading exponents of this discipline is Russell Eberst, observing from
Willowbrae in the east of Edinburgh.

Planetary observation is now largely neglected, but was very popular for a time in the mid 1970s. In particular, members of the Edinburgh University AS, using
an ideal planetary telescope (a 6-inch Cooke refractor at ROE), carried out some excellent observations of Jupiter during its favourable apparitions from 1973-
78. The 1979 apparition coincided with the Voyager encounters, for which professionals sought amateur observations as part of the International Jupiter Voyager
Telescopic Observation Programme (IJVTOP). Coverage continued using the AS of Edinburgh's 13-inch Cox reflector, the dome containing the Cooke at ROE
having been temporarily dismantled to allow construction of the UK Schmidt Plate Library. Tony Markham, in particular, contributed a long series of central
meridian transit timings of features in Jupiter's atmosphere.

Jupiter. 
1978 January 25 1835 UT. 
From the author's observing book.

Cometary observations have also featured to an extent in Scottish amateur astronomy in the last 20 years. Few can forget the disappointment of Comet
Kohoutek in 1973-74. Fewer were, alas, able to observe the bright Comet West in 1976, thanks to poor spring weather. Of the comets which have attained
reasonable brightness, perhaps the best remembered are Kobayashi-Berger-Milon, which was reasonably bright as it passed the Plough in August 1975, Austin
in a similar position in August 1982, and IRAS-Araki-Alcock in May 1983.

The long-anticipated return of Halley's Comet in 1985-86 brought a great deal of attention. Most observers first located the comet in early November when it
was in Taurus. Credit for the first Scottish recovery of the comet goes to Roger Stapleton who photographed it from St Andrews around October 20th, 1985, and
Duncan Waldron, who photographed Halley with the 6-inch refractor at the City Observatory in Edinburgh a few nights later [4]. Several observers tracked the
comet until early January 1986, when it pulled in close to the Sun and headed rapidly southwards. Fiona Vincent and Roger Stapleton followed it, to observe
from Lesotho.
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From the relatively favourable latitude of Scotland, the aurora can be observed reasonably often, though, as I said in my introduction, not every night! Observers
have, for many years, made records for the BAA Aurora Section under the able guidance of Ron Livesey. The early 1970s were fairly quiet for aurorae, but
activity picked up considerably towards the 1980 sunspot maximum. Particularly, the autumn of 1978 and into the spring of 1979 was an excellent spell for
aurorae down to central Scotland. Dave Gavine, at this time, was one of the "pioneers" of Scottish auroral photography, acquiring memorable sets of slides from
the April and May storms of 1978 from Fort Augustus. Around Easter in March 1979, auroral activity occurred nightly. Thereafter, the aurora became quiet for a
couple of years - curiously, sunspot maximum was marked by low activity, with the notable exception of a brief all-sky storm in January 1980. Many observers
were following sunspot activity at this time, in hope of obtaining early warning of activity. Some very large sunspot groups crossed the disk in 1980 without
causing low latitude aurora.

Auroral activity revived in 1981, with major storms in September and October associated with active sunspots. Spring 1982 brought a secondary peak in auroral
activity, with good spells in February, and an all-night coronal storm on March 1-2. Further good displays followed in the autumn. Activity died away in the mid
1980s, but a growing army of observers continued to watch on every possible occasion, with quite frequent reward.

The rise in sunspot activity to what appears to have been maximum in August 1989 brought the most spectacular aurorae for several decades throughout 1989.
The March 13-14 1989 storm will go down in the history books as perhaps the best aurora of the century, and was seen by hundreds across the British Isles. [5].
Observers in Scotland had to turn south to see this event at times! Excellent photographs were obtained by Richard Pearce and Sandy Tweddle of Moray AS,
and a host of other observers: many found their slides overexposed due to the display's sheer brilliance! Another huge display in April 1989 was also seen quite
widely. Bad weather sadly hampered observations in the autumn of 1989, when further major, extensive activity occurred. Alastair Simmons of Milngavie has
played a leading part in Scottish amateur auroral work, often producing work of a professional standard, including studies of the mid-latitude aurora using
narrow-passband filters as reported in the BAA Journal [6] and trips to Norway and Spitzbergen Island to observe the polar aurora. Dr Simmons recently
received the Merlin Medal of the BAA at the Exhibition Meeting in London.

In addition to visual and photographic monitoring, several Scottish amateurs follow the geomagnetic fluctuations which are associated with the aurora. Showing
the thrift which for which we are famed by the less fortunate in southern Britain, many use the simple "jamjar" system, which may be constructed for under
three pounds, following Ron Livesey's design. [7]. Tom McEwan (Director of the JAS Aurora Section) and others have used the device to considerable effect in
obtaining early warnings of aurorae.

Allied to the observation of aurorae has, for many years, been the observation of noctilucent clouds (NLC) in the summer. The apparent inverse correlation
between these high atmosphere clouds and disturbed geomagnetic conditions suggests that presence of NLC should indicate an absence of aurora. Reports from
northwest Europe are collected by Dave Gavine for the BAA Aurora Section, and the published reports are used by professional atmospheric scientists. NLC
photography has been carried out, with some very pleasing results, by Scottish observers for many years. The display of July 23-24 1986 was particularly
spectacular, as were extensive NLC events in the summer of 1983.

NLC. 
1983 July 15-16. 
23:45 UT. 
Neil Bone. 
Edinburgh.

http://www.astronomyedinburgh.org/members/journals/24/fig04f.jpg
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Meteor observation is another area in which Scottish amateur astronomers have excelled in recent years, starting especially from the Perseid project in August
1977, coordinated by Robert McNaught. In that year, teams of observers succeeded in multiple-station photography of over 20 meteor events. Thousands of
visual sightings were also acquired.

The 1980 Perseids had exceptionally high rates, observed by groups in Edinburgh and elsewhere. Dave Gavine and Harry Ford collaborated photographically,
and managed to obtain a very fine two-station result on one of the many fireballs on the maximum night.

Following the appointment of George Spalding (another Scot!) as Director, the BAA Meteor Section has enjoyed a revival from 1980 onwards. Visual meteor
work in the UK is now coordinated in three main regions. The largest covers Scotland and the north of England. A certain degree of regional pride has ensured,
since then, that those in the north contribute their share of observational effort during major shower projects.

Successful projects have included the 1980 Geminids (I will never forget running in to Dave Gavine's house carrying a still-spinning rotating shutter every so
often to escape rain showers on the maximum night!), the 1982 Lyrids (which produced exceptionally high rates), the moonlit 1982 Perseids, the Geminids
again, in excellent conditions for once, in 1982, and especially the 1983 Perseids. The Perseids in 1983 were graced with moonless skies, and a complete
absence of cloud interference for the week up to and including maximum. Rates were good, with many meteors captured on film. To complicate matters, a
strong aurora sprang up on maximum night! The comprehensive coverage allowed a good rates curve to be derived. [8]. Subsequent projects have sadly not
enjoyed similar conditions.

Meteor observations in Scotland and the north of England have been coordinated in recent years by Colin Steele of St Andrews, a leading BAA Meteor Section
contributor in the last 9 years or so.

By necessity, this has been but a brief and personal overview of amateur astronomy in Scotland over the past 20 years or so. Much has doubtless been omitted,
and I profer my humble apologies to those whose activities I may have left out. I hope that Scottish astronomical activities will continue to flourish in the future.
The years ahead promise much in the way of interest - more major aurorae perhaps, the impending return of the main swarm of the Leonid meteor stream and
subtler changes in the activity of others, and unpredictable events such as novae (a bright one must be overdue!) and comets. Whatever the astronomical future
holds, I think we can be sure that Scottish amateurs will be there to observe it!
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Meteor update
by C. D. C. Steele

If I were to give an honest verdict on meteor astronomy in Scotland this year it would be that the weather has hardly given us a chance. It is unfortunate that the
Lyrid shower was totally wiped out by the weather. The Perseids fared slightly better but many nights were lost. So what can we say about the Perseids? We
knew in advance that observations between about August 5 & 13 would be seriously hampered by the moon.

Perseids

This year Perseids were seen as early as July 23/24 and as late as August 20/21, so with a range of activity this long it is inevitable that lunar interference would
occur at some point. During August the Perseid ZHR (a guide to the activity of the shower) varied as follows:

    August 1/2      9 ±  3          August 15/16    6 ±  2 
           3/4     17 ±  6                 18/19    0 
           4/5     14 ± 14                 19/20    4 ±  2 
           12/13  132 ± 10                 20/21    5 ±  3 
           14/15   13 ±  9 

August 12/13 was by far the night with the highest rates. The figure of 132 however is somewhat inflated, due to what I believe to be over-correction for the
effects of moonlight. A figure nearer 70 may be more appropriate.

During the time the Perseids were active representatives of the following smaller showers were also seen - δ Aquarids, ι Aquarids, α Capricornids, α Cygnids,
κ Cygnids, and sporadics. Note the absence of Capricornids this year. Undoubtedly there were some about - we didn't see them.

Observers active meteorically since last Journal were P. Bagnall (Wallsend), A. McBeath (Morpeth), N. Bone, D. Gavine (Edinburgh), G. Ramsay, C. Steele,
F. Vincent (St Andrews), R. Peter (Carnoustie). Once again my thanks to all observers, my perennial moan is that there are not enough of you! Please do observe
meteors, and if you do, please report them to me. Details later of future prospects.

Meteorite?

There was speculation in February this year that a meteorite may have landed near Girvan, killing three sheep and causing a crater about two feet deep. After
investigation, however, it was found that lightning was responsible. The incident has allowed the Northern Network to establish contacts with the British
Geological Survey.

Future Prospects

The coming months are a good time for meteor observing. The Orionids, Leonids, Geminids and Ursids are all well placed with respect to moonlight. 
The Orionids are active between October 16 & 27 with maximum around Oct 21-24. This is primarily a morning shower with a complex radiant structure. Exact
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details of it are not known and can only be found by further observation. There is a myth that the Leonids are totally absent except during their storm years.
Leonids have been seen from the Northern Network in recent years - remember, this shower does exist. 
The Geminids are a very active shower visible all night between about December 7 & 16. Given good weather, rates approaching 50 per hour should be seen at
maximum. 
Although the Ursids have a listed ZHR of 5, in some years much higher activity can be seen. Watch for them between December 17 & 25. 
Please feel free to contact me regarding any of these showers.

(Dr Colin Steele, c/o Dept of Mathematical Sciences, University of St Andrews, North Haugh, St Andrews, Fife, KY16 9SS).


